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U.S. Reporter Relates
Venture to Red China
By PHIL GEIGER

NO. 129

1958

’State Colleges Need
Regents’Brown

Instructors Assn.
Nominates Officers

"I found smiling faces and happy people," said William Worthy
Jr. in a lecture in Morris Dailey
Auditorium yesterday. Worthy is
Next year’s officers of the San
an American newsman who ven- Jose ’State College chapter of the
tured behind the bamboo curtain Association of California State
without permission from the U.S. College Instructors were nominState Department, to obtain a true ated at a meeting held yesterday
picture of what is going on in Red in TB33.
All, with the exception of secChina.
As a correspondent for the Balt retary, are incumbent.
Nominees are as follows: Ed C.
timore Mm -American semi-weekly, Worthy was allowed to enter Glover. professor of engineering,
the country from Russia and was president; Dr. Vergil H. Hughes,
not restricted in his movement or associate professor of education,
press coverage. He also was allow- vice president; and Willard J.
ed to take movies which were Saunders, associate professor of
business, treasurer. Mrs. Geneva
shown during the talk.
In his three months in commun- R. Mancebo, assistant professor of
ist -controlled China he noticed education, and Frank A. Massey
that the people, who only ten Jr., assistant professor of enyears before had been starving, gineering were nominated for secwere well fed and clothed. The retary.
The election will be conducted
communist influence which took
over in Peking in 1999 has made by college mail ballot
conditions more liveable and has
hanged a population from a chaotic state to a well organized systernatic form of living, according
to Worthy.
He noticed that one of the greatest improvements since the totalitarian rule was established, is the
general health of the people. Mass
innoculation has been initiated,
By CONRAD MUELLER
and disease Is strictly controlled,
It was just 20 years ago that a
he asserted.
young Oakland father looked over
With all the Improvement, howat his son and then commented to
ever. Worthy did not hesitate to
his wife, "Martha, some day this
mention the fact that these peoboy is going to be Course Marshall
ple had sacrificed their personal
of San Jose State’s famous Pushfreedom. They are allowed to atcart Relays."
tend church which is strictly conToday, just 20 years later, a
trolled by the government. They
great thing has been proven: That
are not allowed to speak out
this guy was out of his head. His
against the form of government.
son now is stationed at tort Ord
Even the art and music are in(the idiot flunked out of Alviso
fluenced by the rulers, Worthy
High School).
stated. "Artists and musicians are
told to reflect the philosophy of FUN AND THRILLS
The rela y,s will march on,
socialism in their works," he said.
The people of Red China are though, under the able direction of
freer than those in Russia but you Lambda Chi Alpha’s Hal Look.
might say it’s a case of the Look feels that today’s race will
straight jacket being slightly loos- provide all the fun and thrills that
past races have produced during
er," said Worthy.

tive leadership in %%Myr, education or business."
Brown cited the water controGubernatorial hopeful Atty. Gen.
Edmund G. (Pat) Brown yester- versy between Northern and Souday afternoon told tin SJS audi- thern California as a "violent exence that state colleges should
have their own board of regents
and that an expanded education
program is necessary.
An estimated 300 students and
faculty members heard the candihdate despite the late afternoon
By JIM ADAMS

Pushcart relay action such as this will be staged
today when, Lambda Chi Alpha. sponsor of the
event, presents the ’58 version of the annual
Pushcart Relays. The relays are scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. Alpha Chi Omega is the defending
champion of the sweepstakes division while Phi
Sigma Kappa won the fraternity division and
AChi0 took top sorority honors with Gini Web-

ster driving. Each racer will hive five cart -pushers, each running 110 yards. The 550 yard course
will start at 6th and William, proceeding north
one block to San Salvador, then west on Miln
Salvador to 5th street and north on 5th to San
Carlos. The rare will end on 5th street Just before it meets San Carlos In front of the Men’s
GSpartafoto.

The proposed state college regenes would end the strong influence the University of California Board of Regents has had
in state college affairs. (This influenceeapeelally an accreditationwas eased at a State
Board of Education meeting in
Fresno last week.)
1.1row.n told newsmen the school
construction program must be
speeded up and the pay scale for
EDMUND G. (PAT) BROWN
teachers increased.
... cities "leadership" need
He expressed confidence after
his address that he can put ample of this lack of leadership"
through "pay boost for teachers" and promised he would end the
legislation even though a pay boost sectional problem.
proposal was defeated in the leExtending his criticism of the
gislature ’Me yeti’."-

’Cart Relays Get Under ay
oTd ay at 2 Thri I I s Expecte .n.i111-1,. e7fr,r1,71f*hat 1 ill ’,R,Ieptihlbelieraanrui rirtare
the 10 years that his froterinty
has sponsored the races.
At 2 p.m., Gloria Gleem, famous
pushcart driver and representing
the Alpha Beta Soup sorority, will
step into her sleek one-Greekpower roadster, the flag will go down,
and the race past hay -bales and
water-covered 6th street will get
under way.
With a surge of shuffling feet,
Gloria will get a quick start,
only to notice a lack of Greek power 100 yards :may. Power
will he renewed and she will
continue on her way.
Just 550 yards and five pooped.
out pushers later, Gloria will
streak across the -finish line and
the 10th Annual Pushcart Relays
will be over.

Alpha Chi Onieg;i ssill it out to
defend its double victory In last
year’s races . . . the Sweepstakes
and Sorority Division trophies. The
Phi Sigs copped top fraternity honors last year, while parade trophies went to the Delta Sigs, Theta Xi and Delta Zeta.
PRESIDENTS TO DINE
Festivities will get under way
at. 12 noon with a luncheon at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house. Included on the invited list will be Crescent Girl Nancy Newman, her attendants Carol Logsdon and JoAnn Crosetti. Pres. John T. Wahlguist, Chief of Police Ray Black more, Deans Elizabeth A. Greenleaf, Robert S. Martin and Stanley
C. Benz, and the presidents of all
campus sororities and fraternities.

’An Italian Straw Hat’ Will Open
Tonight; Dr. Clancy’s Final Play
depends on the ability of the director to interpret the playwright,
since no tradition of the comedicvaudeville as it existed at the time
Labiche wrote is known today.
The play presents a challenge
to the student actor, who is
forced to work in a st yie in
which he is unfamiliar. Neither
spectator nor actor has had exFRENCH FARCE
perience in this kind of theater.
"An Italian Straw Hat" is the
Tonight’s play is a 19th century
French farce written by Eugene story of a missing hat which beLabiche. Much of the play’s effect comes the instrument of hilarious

"An Italian Straw Hat," last
play to be directed by Dr. James
Clancy, professor of drama, will
open tonight at 8:15 in College
Theater.
Dr. Clancy, who has taught here
since 1938, has resigned to accept
a position teaching drama at the
University of Iowa.

world wire

Lewis, Clara; Judith Burch,
Virginia: -laetrile Mundell, Corporal; and Clyde Phillips, Manservant to the Baroness.
Other in the cast include cuest,
at the wedding party and member
of the guard. Pianist for the pla
will he Jean Marsh:
Labiche’s play was (list produced in Pat’. In 1638. "An Italian
Straw Hat" was made into a
motion picture by Rene Clair, one
of France’s greatest dirictorCritics compare Labiche to
hem who play, "The Misanth
will be produced here May 29

San Jose City Seeks
New UC Campus Here

CAD!

a

Liao, dos, tees,
quatro, cinco,
seis!

.Carbon Monoxide Causes
Death of Sorority Cook

Compiled from United Press
MOSCOW -The Soviet Union sent its third Sputnik into orbit
yesterday. The new satellite, weighing almost a ton and a half and
twice the size ot any previous man-made moon, indirectly indicated
the tremendous power of the Soviet intercontinental rocket.
Sputnik Ill apparently carries no living animal, but contains a
considerable amount of important apparatus for scientific checks.

The Soviet announcement said Sputnik Ill represented a new
stage In the scientific investigation of the upper layers of the atmosphere and in the study of cosmic space.
rrae. (’ant Staninkovich, ii noted Soviet astreplivslelet, said
launching of this Sputnik is expected to reveal data that will facilitate space flights la the moon "within the nearest possible
future."

comedy. Because of the hat, a
wedding is interrrupted. and a
whirlwind of action follows the
attempt to find it.
Tonight’s east will include
Donald West as Fatlinard; Isan
Paulsen, the bride’s father; Erie
Faun t, Beauperthuiv; Alden
Peterson. Vezinet; Arthur Conn,
TardIveau; Lloyd Kea-ns, Robin;
Robert McNamara, Emile Tavernier; Richard Parks. Fells;
Jay Michell, Achille de !Withal
Judy Blaisdell, Helene; Carolyn
Reed, Anak; Phyllis Parmenter,
Baroness de Chainpigny; sandy

m aid hteionreagi rellevt;
he the next Governor of Califor- Ow In, itment Vice President Nixon received in South America but
nia." he said.
At 1..4) p.m, the parade null got
He indicated this would come that
under way, starting at 6th and partly through a "dissatisfaction
-This Is indieathe of the adWilliam streets.
ministration’s failure. 1111 is tragic
throughout the state" with the
Then the big moment will take
,iee the deterioration of our
prevent Republican administraplace at 2 p.m. Each cart urn
’good neighbor’ policy for which
tion.
have five pushers, and Path
lie repeated his standing accu- the party in power must take
pusher will shine his cart for sation that Governor Knight’s adfull responsibility."
10 yards. Women wIII pilot the ministration "has shown no effec(Continued on Page 3)
sorority cars while fraternity
men will pilot the fraternity.
ears, but Greek men will posh
them all (with the exception of
the tut, private entries, Newman
Club and Enchanted Cottage).
The race will start at 6th and
William streets, proceed north one
its hid this
block to San Salvador, then west
City ol :,an Jose tic.
They are Evergreen, Berryessa
on San Salvador to 5th street and week for a new 20.(5)0 student and Almaden areas. The areas alnorth on 5th to San Carlos to the University of California campus.
ready have been inspected by the
finish line, just in front of the
A brochure, prepared by the
Men’s Gym.
City Planning Department, sug- university’s site slection team.
Selection of th site is scheduled
Trophies will be presented by gests three San Jose area locations
Queen Newman and her attend- as possible sites for the new UC for Sept. 1. The campus will be
ants.
situated on a minimum 1000-acge
campus.
location.
The brochure was released at -a
Wednesday meeting of the GreaWg
San Jose Chamber of C.ommenos
CC Branch Committee.
Planning director Michael
said both San Jose Statee
and the I’M,. ersity of Santa Cisme
ire restric,,a1 in expansion bItt
hat growth is possible for Vas
,w campus in any one of the
’ tree suggested sites in this area.
The brochure, after some re. ’sing, will be sent to the VC
il,,ard of Regents and the univerIY site selection tram.

Death of Mrs. Minutia B. Snyder, formec Kappa Delta sorority
cook us hose body oat found in
her perked car last week. WWI
calmed hy carhon monoxide
poisoning, the County Coroners
office reported late yesterday.
A tesology test showed a ’16
per cent saturation of the gas
In the woman’s moon stream.
The circumstance,’ surround -

Mg the death still are tinknoun,
according to Deputy ( oroner
George Hannah.
The taxi’ was turned oyer
the Sheriff’s office yesterday. A
coroner’s inquesst is pending.
The impost which obi he held
ncyl neck, tvIt he composed ol
12 to 15 persons who will mai.a decision using available 4.% i- ,I
denee as to how the woman died. I

That’s right am,go,
6 full months to pay
at Roos.
Man-ya-na is
good enough for us!
#
I
.
iliolwrt McNamara, playing the role ot lasernler the soldier In tie.
play, "An Italian Straw Rat," draws his sword in protest to
spry ungentlemanly remark by Donald West, a proweethe bridegroom. Acting as mediator in the dispute is Carolyn Reed. who
acts the part of Anals.Spartafoto by Bob Kauth.

KOVI 6.4,411
Ftrct at Santa Clara
I ..$.:.:.:.::::%.:!:!..*.*:::::.::!7;!;;::":::::-::::::;,ti
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Daily Comment
The Preside-et toldhis advisers there ought to
be a grand welcome home for Richard Nixon and,
by golly, he would go out to the airport to lead it.
No such thing, his State Department advisers ruled.
For the President to go to the airport would set a
Dad precedentcouldn’t be done, or, anyway,
shouldn’t be.
Okay, said Eisenhower. If he couldn’t go, the
entire White House staff barring a single clerk
would be there with Sherman Adams
Chief
in the lead. Ike and the clerk would
Went
keep store during the welcome cereAnyway monies. That was Tuesday afternoon.
On Wednesday, the President decided to go, himself.
So it was that a lot of steam suddenly was generated behind the -Welcome Home- project. Less
prodding was required to fire up some enthusiasm
on Capotol Hill. Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon B. Johnson and Senate Republican Leader,
William F. Knowland got the fever and went to
work.
It was a bi-partisan welcome they planned and
which Nixon got. It wouldn’t have been much, howver, had not the President become suddenly angered by the treatment accorded his young friend.
He still wanted to be in the welcome party, himself, and said as much at Wednesday’s White
House news conference.
Alert and sensitive Washington is casting up
the political account of all this. It casts up high in
Nixon’s favor. His enemies well know that Nixon
can dish it out. Now, they are fully aware that he
can take it, too; a quality much admired in these
United States.

By LESLIE C. WILSON
U.P. Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (UP)There was in the beginning more foot -dragging than enthusiasm among
Ad ministration big shots for the whoop-te-doo
welcome home arranged for Vice Pres, Richard M.
Nixon and his charming wife, Pat. President Eisenhower fixed that in a hurry.
The chill attitude of small interest persisted
until the late afternoon hours of Tuesday. By that
time there had been told the shocking story of a
Vice President of the United States assailed, insuled and, finally, with his party, practically barricaded in the U.S. Embassy at Caracas, Venezuela.
The White House was getting its own running
report of events in Caracas by telephone and the
story was not pretty. There have been
Ike
some hot tempered presidents in the
’Blew White House since your correspondent
has been looking them over. That is a
Up’
matter of more than 30 years now, and the memories even of Cal Coolidge’s quick rages have not
faded.

Herbert Hoover, a Quaker, was a placid man.
FDR had a temper, however, hot and explosive.
Harry S. Truman had the hot head of a gun slinger
of the Old West. Tough and good men all. When
Dwight D. Eisenhower explodes the detonation is
considerable. He exploded during the afternoon
hours of Tuesday, as the nasty Caracas story unwound.
That explosition echoed in the Caribbean where
paratroopers and Marines shortly were winging
to strategic spots from which they could move to
Nixon’s aid if necessary. A sharp summons brought
before Secretary of State John Foster Dulles a representative of the Venezuelan embassy who got
first-hand word that the United States would not
gently accept such affronts to the Nixon party.
That, of course, was more of Eisenhower’s doing.

Nixon’s South American swing was tough while

Generation." Don’t mistake these and intbecility. still are able to
poor little people who appear on lace tonuirrow calmly and just live
Editor.
the fringes or- as -it -were in the through it. This is the sheer act
An opinion Larry Waters is
tangles of our cities as being regood. Where did you people finbeing. To withdraw’ is cowardly,
of anything. They are ich
illy dig up someone with talent?
small and immature. But to face
the biggest squares out. They are
Another opinion. re: "The Beat
the reality of our existing envirhung up. They commit the only
onment is to conquer all.
hypocrisy: this being shown
ASH 262
_
l,v their incessant pleas of I don’t
a damn, the non -material
Signals From Sputnik
’tongs are the best. etc. When it’
Heard at Test Station is so pathetically apparent to al1 a o most anyone that they do give a
II1N
1.th’. (1
contacts with Sputnik 111 were damn. This is shown by their cremade t esterdat at the Natal ative twist I a good beat Incidentirsinance T....I Station, one last- tails, some of these loafers are
ing two minutes and the other !risking pretty fair money out of
lour minutes.
tins
A spokesman for NOTS said
The real heroes today are the
the first contact was made sit
peogile
who see, get around, read.
8:20 a.m. PDT and the second
draw the same conclusions and yet
at 111:38 a.m.
tiy sheer strength of courage. faith

Today’s Real Heroes

5 [
I
;
)

By JOHN ADAMS
Students at Stanford l’ttiversity
are working in an ettout to have
Dr. MUiford Sibley, visiting professor of political science from the
Cols ersity a Minnesota, added ti.
the list of permanent I.:lenity.
An article in The St a Mord
Dant, May it, states that the
student* hate signed petitions
requesting that the Isrotes.or
stat at the unit ersity. lir. Sales
Isiis been at t he unit emit t for
the past ear gal i visiting profeinsorship.
Dr Sibley. according to the article, combines the attributes of a l
first-raremind with a sigorous Interest in his subject and an abiding concern for his students.
The President’s Office at the university stated that IV. Sibley
would not be appointed to the focally. The Administration issued a
statement that it will in no way
release any information on faculty I
:ippointments.
’
The University of California
Disaster Preparedness plan at
Berkeley recently receis est a realistic test Miriam the International Douse flood. according to
an article in The Daily canna-

nian.

it lasted, but the young man stood up to it well , Acording to plans, students from
and, probably, moved thereby a mite closer to his the house were taken by bus to a
predetermined relief area and givgoal, the Presidency of the U.S.
en warm food and shelter. It was
termed a success.
s
4
The Daily Trojan reports that i
Alumni Day was held at the University of Southern California in
Los Angeles last week.
Featured with the activities of
the reunion. was a special carnival. Operated for the benefit of
By RANDIE E. POE
Camp by the Associated StuiTroy
dents, the carnival consisted of
booths and rides for alumni use.
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Now that two of our embassies have been threatened in two
weeks, a U.S. information agency has almost been sacked, and our
vice president shown they exist by fruit-throwing hosts, perhaps it is

time we resolved to mind our own business.
This includes the deporting of exile -hungry oafs and staying as
far as possible out of the affairs of others.
Foreign policy is a mystical thing. We are never really astonished
or shaken until it directly affects us. Foreign policy is usually stun. thing that’s "happening over seas" and not in this country.
But we all must remember what happened in Korea under
guise of guarding the peace and stability of the world.

BICYCLE REPAIRS
And Parts
New and Used Bikes

FABER’S CYCLERY

Igniting Our Inferno

702 S. First

Many analysts feel the Middle East will he the match which will
ignite our inferno.
The "all -new . . . under new management" Arab federation
hiss intermittently threatened to attack Turkey. Syria has made
ugly faces in this direction many times.
And where does this leave the U.S.’
We has,’ palmed out barrels of aid to the Middle East and will
e.rntinue to do so. We are friendly, at least on the surface, with all
of the involved countries.
But what happens when Syria attempts to protect its homeland
by advancing on Turkey? Under our current policy platform, we’ll
swing into action pronto. Through our alliance with NATO, we have,
i’inured Turkey we will come to her defense if she is attacked.
,
If the Arab team surges toward Israel, which they have promised to do, we immediately frisk into action.
And where is Russia in the interim? Cautiously thumb twiddling?
Hardly. We’ll has e warier(’ on our hands.

As for Nixon’s recent reception, which made our chief executive
’boiling mad." perhaps we should look searchingly at our visa program, which makes it apple-pie easy for tyrants such as Pedro Estrada to enter and remain in the U.S.
Estrada, former security chief in Venezuela. has purchased a
home (along with exiled dictator Marcos Perez Jimenez) hi Miami.
Prior to this time, he and Jiminez were forced to endure the
$6.71)er-day plehianimm of a Miami hotel.
Venezuelans are not delighted with our conduct. As the publisher
of Venezuela’s most influential chain of newspapers phrased it: "People were incensed at the ease with which a permanent residence visa
was granted to Estrada. Other applicants go through a lengthy process to get one. But Estrada got his in a hurry
. This might be
grouped tinder the general term of errors in U.S. policy toward Latin
America
As for our middle eastern dilemma. st.liat are we doing fighting sin Other side? What have we against either the Arabs or the
Turks?
Would it not be better to let these countries fight among themselves, it they must, and prevent world chaos?
Concerning the other matter, we might lay aside a fertile slice
of the Florida coast and introduce our 49th Stafe, populated entirely
by tactful etc -dictators in exile.

PARKING
IS

Don t’ Be LaN for Class
We Pri It for You

25c

Night Parking

GRADUATES
Send your overnight
guest to

NO PROBLEM

Student Rates
Monthly nra Deily Rates

Hours: Mon. 12:30- 930
Tees., Wed., Sat 9.30 510
Thurs., Fri 910 9 30

50c

/iet ceat

Convenient Location,
Two Doors from Cionput

2801 Stevens Creek Road

35nc

the

BUDGET ACCOUNT

VALLEY FAIR

25 c

12th and Santa Clara

CYpress 3-3701

CT 4-1314

Pi ’tared ishote is the downtown location of the San Jose Paint and Wallpaper store. The store,
WI ich is at 112 S. Second. features a large art supply department. -Spartans.- artists and profeie.
sionals hate depended on this department for many years. san Jose Paint and Wallpaper reeently
opened a Valley Fair branch to serve the meth jog area. The store Is open 3 nights n week. (Nut )
Pictured).

Air Conditioning -temperatures mode to order. Get a demonstration!

They’re Full-Size Cbevies
No skimping in seat width, legroom, wheelbaseDelray gives
you every generous dimension
offered by tug Chevrolet.
-J

ENGINES
You can order a Delray with Chevy’s
top Fuel Injection V8 if you likeor
get fay one of the five V8’s or the
Blue-Flame Six!

Visas Apple-Pie Easy

wearing a
Grodins
1 labea!

Bring this advertisement
with you for a
REDUCTION

25c

4th & SAN FERNANDO
Next le Shell Stollen

The beautiful Delray 2.Door Sedan, one of three budget-poced Delray models.

Chevrolet’s dollar-stretching DELRAY
YOU JUST CAN’T TIE THIS BUY!
Here’s surefire proof Chevrolet always knows how to give you more for
your moneyfrom longer, newer, lovelier bodies to a wider range of
engines, tran.smissions and suspension systems. The more you look
the more you’ll find to like in DelrayTHE LOWEST PRICED
OF ALL THE LOW-PRICED CHEVROLETS!
Chevy doesn’t have any "smaller"
model. The big, beautiful! Chevrolet
Delra s Is just as long, just as wide, just
as sold \ sprung on the same 1174nch
whccli,..se as, the luxurious Bel Air

models Like every other Chevrolet,

BRAND NEW

CITY -CENTER
MOTEL

AUTOMATIC DRIVES
Choice of time-proved Power.
glide’ or supremely smooth
Turboglidesthe only triple.
turbine drive in Chevy’s. field.

it has the extra solidity and quality of
Body I.y Fisher. There’s no stinting
on optional equipment, either. You

can get anything from Fuel Injection’
to Level Air* ride, any Chevrolet
transmission, any Chevrolet engine,
just as you choose. Take a long, long
lixik at this one next time you drop in
at your Chevrolet dealershipbecause

the more you demand for your money
the surer it is you’ll decide on Delray!
Optiotiai at extra east.

UNIQUE

Full Coil Suspension
Pelvis’s standard suspension systein
putt a cloud -soft coil spring at each
wheel, blends this with the beautiful
roaskability of four-link rear control arms!

and Delray is the only
car in its class with the extra
rigidity of an all -new Safety -Girder
frame, the extra clarity of Safety
Plate taass all the way around, the
extra convenience of r tank operated vent windows!

CIIEVROUT
Drive with care... everywhere’

South 2nd & Reed Sts.
101WAIO

CYpress 4-2995

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal prompt delivery!...0.
Firll

.

SJS Golfers
Open Todayii
In L.A. Event;Blanks Theta Xi, 4-0
Spartans Defend
1st Place Crown
San Joke State Spartan golfers,
along with six other golf teams.
will compete in the West Coast
Athletic Conference golf tournament starting today in Los Angeles.
Other teams entered are Loyola,
Poppet-dine, College of Pacific, St.
Mary’s, Santa Clara and University
of San Francisco.
The Spartan golf squad is the
defending champions of the WCAC
crown. They won the event last
year in IA’s Gatos on the La Rinconacia Country Club Golf Course.
Leading the team will be Eddie
Duino and Jack Luceti.
Luceti is holding a 72 stroke
average to lead the SJS golfers.
Duino also has been an outstanding golfer this past season.
Harvey Kohs. Bill West and
Keith Rockwell also traveled to
the Southlands to participate in
the encounter.
Cal Poly will be the first foe
of the Spartan linksters. The
game is slated for today on the
Morro Bay Golf Course.
The Spartans will put the lid on
the ’58 golf season when they take
on University of Southern California in a dual match Tuesday.
The SJS golfers now have a .10-3
win-loss record.

Steak Dinner To End
PEK Golf Tourney
A steak dinner will dose the
combination golf tourney and picnic tomorrow at Alum Rock Park.
The event is sponsored by Phi
Epsilon Kappa.
The golf tourney, which was
open to all P.E. majors and minors
and faculty members, started Monday at the Hillview Golf Course on
Tully road.
Persons may attend the picnic
without participating in the golf
tourney. Cost of the picnic is RE
according to a Phi Epsilon Kappa
representative.

By CONRAD MUELLER

Need Regents

COP’S Bass Stars

cf,9)1;
i 40-5re MAY 17
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Bay Area Colleges
Slated To Attend
Water Polo Clinic
A clinic. free of charge, will
be presented by the San Jose State
water polo team Thursday evening at 8 in the pool in the men’s
gym.
Approximately 50 high schools.
junior colleges and colleges in the
Bay area are expected to attend
the clinic, according to Charles L.
Walker, water polo coach.
Included in the clinic will be:
1. A demonstration of the fundamental skills of the game.
2. Drills relating to the fundamental skills.
3. Basic offensive drills.
4. Offensive -defensive
formations.
5. Team scrimmage.
The clinic will stress "audience
participation," along with questions. discussions and demonstrations.

teams on the Coast and Texas University (holder of the best time
recorded this season---:40.3. Saturday the SJS will take a short
jaunt up the Peninsula to Burlingame for the Pacific Amateur Association Meet. Whether Norton
runs or not at the PAA meet depends on how he feels following
his Friday night workout.
Coach Bud Winter’s locals’
hoofed to a winning :40.7 clocking at the West Coast Relays last
week, clipping Fresno State t :40.81
and Occidental I :4(1.9), among
others. But Texas is a team of
more sturdy fiber . . . and SJS is
a definite underdog.

ley and tierident al .peedf0.1t
Doug Smith should furnish the
bulk of Norton’..entur,s opposition.
Norton has won 12 of 12 races
this season in the 100 -yard scoot
He has five times recorded times
of uhder :9.5 .
ones’ hitting the
:9.3 mark, which is presently being
considered as a legitimate equalization of the world standard.
The "Miracle Mlle." however.
lest thunder
will ire-ate the I
In L.A. It’ll bring together tuts
Austrailians,
leather -I ti
herb Elliott arid Hers Lincoln,
Hungarian laterba Tahori. and
Stanford’s Norm 1.1o)d.
There is no reason why a fourminute mile cannot be run tonight.
Elliott, Lincoln and Tabori have
already hustled to sub -four minute efforts.
After working out for four

FOUR -MINUTE MILE
ear -old picture runner, says that -If the pace is
right, we’ll see a four -minute mile
or better
Perry Cerutts. 8:11lott’s talkails.. enrich, stated to Los An ark,. u liters: "De came here to
do is Job. Iterb I,. read) to run
hi. best race. That depends ill
the other runners pulling their
weight (helping to set a fast
pare We appreciate sour great
hospitalits but sse hope
oil
keep it moderate until after the
rave."
Elliott has run under four minutes three times this season. Ile
has twice whipped Lincoln.

11

\ I ’SG HABITS
I ..ns, eri. 24. has very peculiar
training habits. Ile neser takes a
time trial and works out three to
four hours daily on a hill-and-daie
course of about a mile and one-

eighth.
Paneling

before four feverish
runners will be one 01 track’s top
carrots the 440 record of m45.8.
which is begging to be broken.
One of this group may do it tonight:
Team.’ Eddie Southern. who
has run the quarter mile three
times this season In :46-plias;
Olympic star Charley Jeni.ins.
l’S34.er Ted smith I :MI I; and
John Telford I :46.51 of the Detroit Athletic Chits.
Out of comintitoin is Mike Lucex-USC champ, who was injured this week.

Whatever
the
occasion
Say it

with
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months on the SJS track. Tabori
feels he is set for his first all-out
romp this season. He has a best
rd. 409 thus far, but at no time
has Tahori been pushed.

STEREO
TAPES

HOUSEHOLD WORD
Norton is rapidly becoming ,a
household word, fie ran past
Olympian Mike Agostini with absurd ease last week. In fact. Mike
looked as if he were running in
one spot at times in his I10-yard
lag.
Ray also will go in the ripen
100. (’al’s Willie White, once
conqueror of Bobby Morrow,
Oklahoma State’s Orlando Hai-

6.471,
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Little Italy
-Genuine Italian Doilies
To Torre Oct
853 W. SAN CARLOS
CYprisia, 5-9563
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oug peAfovisitem
the celebrated Americana
look ... blazing red, white and
blue striped cotton knit
blouson over wader

Or 101/10,CO

1.1)1;i1IN:

length white cLck pant;
matching red and blue

blouson

6 A M to II PM

370

AUZERAIS STREET

ADM. t 1.50
bra. TAX

Proudly onnoonces their
NEW STUDENT SPECIALS
Seafood Plate
1/4 0-B-0
Franks &

Chicken
Beans

Best Coffee in Town

pants 8

S, M, L
to 16

2.98 each
.70
.80
.75

Minos are complete efinn,1
inrlusbnci coffee, especially
planned for Stet* students)

Holt s, Sportswear, Street floor

SEE OUR

.05

BREAKFASTS
SERVED
from& 30 AM.

SAT. NITE JUNE 7
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By RANDIE E. POE
SJS fop-drawer 440 -yard relay team will be one of the big
slabs ,of meat tonight in Los
Angeles on the Coliseum Relays’
menu.
The Ray Norton.spurred Spartans mix it up with the top sprint

DIERKS DONUTS

The Ace
Luncheonette

fatoits#40,

KFARTAN

side stripe

Coffee Date?

ORCHESTRA
0
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Sprint Team Runs Tonight

EDITOR

Theta Chi’s Dick Zimmerman continued on his merry way last
night in National League softball play as he struckout 12 men on his
way to a third no -hit, no -run game of the four game old season,
4-0 over Theta Xi.
Zimmerman fanned the first nine men to face him. Offensively,
Theta Chi posted only three singles, by Bill Harvey, Ed Thibon and
John Fredericks, but they did the job. Scott Kennedy was the loser.
action, DU’s George
In other
Wagner twirled his second
straight one-hitter as he paced his
State Colleges
mates past PiKA, 15-1, Gil Egeland crashed out two horneruns
for DU, while Maury Hill collected
((ontinued from Page 1)
In answer to a question from the two doubles and two singles and
audience. Brown explained his Wade Penrose hit two triples, a
stand on the controversial "right single and a double.
Tom Lowden took the loss and
to work" issue.
He contended the phrase "right Randy Brown hit for PiKA’s only
to work" is faulty from the begin- safety, a triple.
The Delta Sigs stranded II
ning.
baserunners, but went on to win
NO ’RIGHT TO WORK’
4-2 over the SIg Elms behind the
"No one has a ’right’ to work." pitching of Jim Gilligan. Jim
he said, "There are conditions of Spencer drove In all of the winemployment to he met both by ner’s runs.
the employe and the empl)yer."
For the losers, Mike Navone and
"Go to a company sometime Tom Voight combined to pitch a
and tell them you have a ’right’ three-hitter, but walks spelled the
to work," lie added. "And see difference. Voight also collected
what happens."
two doubles and one RBI, while
Ile said the initiative allows a Nayone got the other RM.
National League Standings:
small group of "free riders" (non
W L RF RA
union members) in a union shop to Theta Chi
4 0 22
0
3 1 43
6
DU
gain all the benefits of organized
. 3 I 18
9
Delta S1crs
labor without contributing their Theta Xi
I 3 15 24
I 3 II 35
PiKA
"fair share of support."
.. 0 4
8 43
Sig Eps
While Zimmerman was busy
pitching his no-hitter, eight campus groaners were busy nailing
STOCKTON, (UP) --The Col- down all-campus wrestling chamlege of Pacitic grid team was pro- pionships. L. D. Bennett, Bob Pace,
nounced "much sharper" yester- Pete Berman and Jerry Scheberics
day by Coach Jack Myers after captured crowns in their division
the regulars beat the reserves, 48-0 to repeat earlier all -fraternity
in a scrimmage.
Anal results:
Halfback Dick Bass, scoring on
130 lb. Warner Vargas dec. Bob
two 30-yard runs and a 55-yard 137 lb. George Kesubo ref. dec.Tafoy
Ted
pass play, led the regular team in
Alderson
Wednesday.
game
Stewart
147
lb.
L.
D.
Bennett
dec.
Leroy
practice
the
157 lb. Bob Pace dec. Clarence Nunes
167 lb. Earl White ref. dec. Ken Wilson
177 lb. Pete Berman pinned Pete Gallon’
191 lb. Bill Sickels dec. Al McDaniel
Hint. Jerry Scheberis dc. Bill Atkins.
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Itching for World Record

Zimmerman (Again?)
Pitches No-Hit Game
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Pinnings,EngagementsAnnounced
At Dances, Parties, Living Groups
is a senior Miss Klakoff is a Gamma Phi Beta
magazine. Miss Br
general education major and Bak- from Bakersfield. Silva, a Theta
II KGEAR.I%ERSOX
from Oakland.
The. annual FIJI
Dance ersfield College grauate from Chi, is
plan to DAVIES-CHASE
presented by Phi Ganinia Delta Bakersfield. The couple
A party at her Sunnyvale home
fraternity at UCLA was the scene wed June 14 at the First Methoset the scene for the announceof the announcement of Jim Har- dist Church Chapel
ment 01 Rhoda Nell Chase’s enyear’s pinning to Alpha Phi Clau- CORBETT-BENTON
Alpha Tau Omegas recently gagement to Peter Davies, a junior
dia Iverson, Was Iverson is a sophomore education major from learned of the engagement of Al physical education major at San
Cortiett to Shirley Benton, former Jose City College. Miss Chase is
North
N.doowyl oH
SJS student now employed with a junior education major.
NAG/fit-DRIVER
Sigma Nus learned of the pin -1 the Pacific Iltle Insurance Co 1.
fling of Nick Sanger to Sandra’ San Jose, Miss Benton is fpDriver at the spring pledge dance. Las Angeles. while Al is from S
Sanger is a senior physical edu- Jose,
cation major from Puente, and CRAIG -WOOD
Flowers and balloons containo
Miss Driver. who is presently attending San Jose Clty College, is clues revealed the engagement
Bernie Wood. former Lykeabi.
from Del Mar.
Doll and member of Alpha Phi, I
MOCKER-RICHES
SAN FRANCISCO, (UPS
Alpha Tau Omega
A cardinal candle surrounded by. to Jim Craig.
C h
Bit
James
coaching
at
student
now
straw and cardinal flowers was
emphasized sex more than ours-Lick
High
School.
Miss
Wood
and
,
passed at the Chi Omega house to
"and enjoyed it less."
both from Van Nuys. plan
reveal the pinning of Lynne Riches. 1Craig,
Sex, the evangelist told an aumarried
in
August.
be
to
freshman business education major
dience of 14.900 at the Cow Palace
from San Carlos, to Lee Mocker TOPP-HARRISON
last night. is God-given and can
senior at the California College of ! A flower-bedecked candle passed bring heaven or hell, depending on
Chiropody in S an Francisco. Moc- recently at the Alpha Chi Omega how it is used.
ker is a member of Alpha Gamma house revealed the engagement of.
-Sex is like fire," he said. "Used
Kappa. National Chirportist fra- Barbara Harrison to Jim Topp. ’
it can be a blessing. Used
Miss
Harrison
a
Junior
from
is
ternity.
unwisely, you can be burned by
who
San
Marino.
Topp
formerly
it."
ENGAGEMENTS
attended SJS, was affiliated with I Ile took as the text for his ser(limit:it-BROOKS
Chi.
Sigma
At a dinner at Moore House
mon, 16th of his six-week crusade,
Joyce Brooks told of her engage- SILVA-KLAKOFF
the Seventh Commandment: "Thou
Bev Klakoff, sophomore speech shalt not commit adultery."
ment to Jim Cypher. senior English major from Conmilsville, Pa. and drama major, has announced
Referring to the modern Nthwho is a member of Pegasus, her engagement. to Bob Silva, jun- phasis on sex, Graham said:
writing sotiety and editor of Reed’ ior business administration major.
"Now that we are free to do as
we like, we don’t like what we
do. Many people are growing sick
by their sex liberties.**
Graham noted that the topic of
sex is generally taboo among ministers. But he said he believes "It’s
about time" that they discuss sex
EPISCOPAL
and its implications frankly from
Services alti Trinity
SI North 2nd
pulpit.
WORSHIP AT THE
t.
. ;c-.tr
"To act as if we had no sex deNEW
800 AM. Holy Communion
sires would bring about hypocrisy
St. Paul’s Methodist Church
9:30 and 11:00 A.M.
and complexes," he said,
worship Services
at 10th nci San Salvador
PINNINGS

Graham Says Sex
Can Be Blessing
If Used Correctly

LET’S GO TO CHURCH

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Studnt Christian Canter
92 South Fifth Strut
Holy Communion at 7:30 A.M.
Every Tuesday
Office t- .
A V to 10 P.M.
Advisor on Campus
Mn. Roy E. Butcher

Additional Graham views will
appear in Lyke. campus magazine,
which goes on sale Wednesday at
7:30 a.m. "
Lyke edior Jerry Nachman fired
questions at the 40-year old evangelist during a 20-minute interview last Saturday.
Preparations for the inerview
, MairiBMINNISTMS took more than two months, numerous letters and phone calls.
I I A.M. Morning Worship
Se-- The Church of
Ire Living. God
Dr. C. B. Sylvester
9:30 A.M. Sunday School
Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl S. Metzger.
Minister of Visitation

LETS GO TO CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

-Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church
790 SOUTH 12th STREET

CV 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICEMay

18

College g class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott,
instructor in Speech Doartment et SJSC.
1.30, 11:00
9 45
5.30
6 30

Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
Bible School. classes fat all ages.
Discussion Groups for all egos.
Evellill9 Se.-.-.

Nursery Pro.ddsd

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER. Minister

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE .....
YOUTH MEETING
EVANOEL’ETIE.: SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AsfIll SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9.30 AM. Lasclarship Ssiminisr
Spring

Semester:

THE PINK BUILDING

Church History
.
2nd and SAN ANTONIO

Authors
May Win Top
Money Awards
Amateur

Mademoiselle magazine is offering an award of $125 for the
best student -written article to apper in an alumni magazine or a
college magazine during 1958. The
money will be divided to give $75
to the author of the article and
$50 to the magazine in which the
winning entry. was published.
An award of $150 will be given
for the best faculty- or alumni -written article to appear in an
alumni or college magazine during 1958. Of this $150, $100 will go
to the author of the article and
’530 to the magazine in khich the
winning entry was published.
A third award of $100 will be
given for the best student -written
piece to appear in a college newspaper during 1958. This could include editorials, columns, feature
stories or even a "letter to the
editor." Half of the money will go
to the author and the other half
to the newspaper in which the
winning article was published.
Entries i no more than three in
each category I must be submitted
in tear sheet form by the editor
of the publication. They must be
accompanied by the name and
address of the editor and the name
and address of the author of each
article. They should he postmarked no later than Jan. I., 1959. Winners will be announced by April
1, 1959.
The editors of Mademoiselle reserve the right to publish winning
entries with credit given to the
college publication in which they
first appeared and to buy other
’
entries.

Dames Club Meets;
Features Talk by
Dr. E. Panagopoulos

Woman 3
ULU
I

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Society Editor

Did you know this is ’The Swimming Pool Age?" Or so the title ot
a ’leading magazine states Af ter
spending four
hours in The
Spartan
Daily
oven and sevei. al
mure on the
warmer
even
campus, I would
like to suggest
am
that some kind
,
citizen construct a swimming Poch
in the Inner Quad!
And while we’re on the subject
of warm weather, this also seems
to be Shades Season. Everyone on
campus is wearing sunglasses.
Some are not just ordinary sunglasses. They come in all colors
with plaid or plain borders. The
must popular kind seem to be the
mirror type worn by many of the
males. These are the kind wherein [ 4 wearer looks out, but those,
on the outside can’t see in. Could
this account for their popularity?

Guest speaker tor the Dames
Club meeting Tuesday night in the
Student Union at 8 p.m. will be
Dr. Epaminondas Peter Panagopoulos, assistant professor of his tors., from Athens. Greece,
Dr. Panagopoulos recently tbs.
tinguished himself and also astounded research experts of early
American history by bringing to
light a hitherto unnoticed manuscript that was handwritten by
Alexander Hamilton in 1776.
During World War II, Dr. Pa nagopoulos’ courage won him
Greece’s highest decoration, the
Golden Medal for Gallantry. In
1952 he received his Ph D. crom
the University of Chicago. Dr.
Panagopoulos began teaching at
SJS in 19.1fi.

,

Seminar Series
To Be Featured
pit
1. y Library Dept.

An afternoon seminar series di meted by librarianship authorities
II will be featured during
the 1958
Wanted: news of pinnings, en- summer session of the San Jose
gagements and marriages. The re- 1 State College department of librarcent decline in the mate rate in -1 iallshIP. according to Joe H. West.
dicates that perhaps in the spring summer sessions dean.
Dr. Louis Shores, Florida State
a young man’s fancy doesn’t really
University library, training school
turn to thoughts ot love:
dean and author of "Bask ReferThe quote of the week appeared ence Sources," is among leaders
in Marcelene Cox’s column,- "Ask scheduled to attend the four semAny Woman," in the Ladies Home inars, according to Miss Dora
Smith, head of San Jose State
Journal.
"When I went to college, it was College department of librarianfairly easy to recognize a wolf; he ship.
Leaders also will include Miss
was usually wearing a raccoon
Ruth Erste-d, Minnesota state sucoat."
pervisor of school libraries; Miss
Mary K. Eakin, former librarian
of the University of Chicago conter for children’s book s; and
Robert L. Gitler, executive secretary, library educaion division.
I
, American Library Assn.
Both Gitler and Mrs. Orcena
Mahoney, ALA official scheduled
A two-unit mathematics course to visit the college July 8, are
on "Programming" will be offered former members of the college
during the four-week college sum- library staff. Now executive secmer session Aug. 9-29.
rotary of the ALA resources and
Joe 11. West, college dean of technical services division, Mrs.
summer sessions and educational Mahoney will discuss cataloging
services, said that this Math 252 problems during her one -day visit.
The seminars, planned for the
class, scheduled for 5 to 7 p.m.
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri- afternoons of July 11, 21, 22 and
days, has been made possible 23, supplement regular slimmer
through cooperation of Interna- classes but are open to all interested persons wishing to audit
tional Business Machines.
The course teaches preparation them, Miss Smith pointed out.
The regular six -week librarianof problems tor solution on the
IBM 650 electronic computer, ship program, June 23 through
and, since the college does not Aug. I, will include classes in
ha.e this machine, IBM per- book selection for both (*men compit- tary and high school libraries, limats students 11.4P of
teflon lab for this purpose. ac - brary. and school relationships,
technical processes of printed ma to Dean Wet.
Teaching the four-week pro- terials, cataloging and processing
gram will be Dr. Joseph Carter. of non -hook materials, basic refer IBM applied science representa- ence sources, school library admin.
tive who received his Ph.D. in istration, and history- of books and
mathematics from Stanford Uni- libraries.
In addition, librarianship deversity. His summer class will
mark the fourth time this course partment summer session classes
has been offered by the college, will visit ALA conference session
Present class instructor is Charles scheduled for San Francisco in
J. Hoppel, IBM research and en- July. Registration for the six and
gineering official, assisted by Ter- ten -week summer sessions will be
ranee C. Kelly, IBM lab assistant, held at San Jose State College
Dr. W. Howard Myers, profes- Monday, June ’23. Additional lisor of mathematics, has worked brarianship information may he
with IBM representatives in set- obtained from Miss Smith or the’
college slimmer sessions office.
ling up the program,
"At present. there are more
than 111011 IBM computer Installations in the 1 nited States, and
I
we have 43 etanpalkng inwtallaWins in the Man Jose Stale Cedbe add. ,
legf %Yr% i e.. an-is
ed.
The program is open to all students in any major interested in
learning the "language of the IBM
BEIRUT (UP) Terrorists
650" and to interested industrial bombed a coffee shop in Beirut’s
employes in this area, he stated. main square yesterday in a new
Further information may be oh- eruption of violence in the strugi to oust pro-western President
tained from Dr. Myers, San Jose gie
State College Mathematics De. CamilleChaiimon.
partment, or the college Summer- The army immediately blocked
Sessions office.
!off the area. Unconfirmed reports
,

New 2-Unit Course
Offered Students
In IBM Computing

Spartan ,Cociely
- itiow Slate
PADRE

STUDIO
"Saddle the Wind"
1..,

Now Playing
A UNIQUE FILM
"ADAM and EVE"
In Ceder

"Underwater Warrior"
Dan DeilltY

also

"GUN FIVER"

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Mariorie Morning Star"
Natal. Wood Gene Kolly
"Sing, Boy, Sing"
Tommy Sndt

C V. 7 - 3 0 e. 0
(MILE ZOLA’S

"Nana"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

Martine CarolCharles Boyer

"RAINTREE COUNTY"
CI,41
E Teyior M

Sunday

"WETBACK HOUND"
WALT DISNEY’S

MARIA SCHELL
in two films

Also frisloy BIM Wortley

"GERVAISE"
and
"AS LONG AS YOU
ARE NEAR ME"

"DEVIL’S HAIRPIN"
C. WildaJ. Wallac

QATOCLA1
SSAIJNION
V-jr(37

MAYFAIR
Adult Film

All DISNEY SHOW

BRIGITTE BARDOT

"Old Yeller"

"And God
Created Woman"

"JOHNNY TREMAINE"
featuretto

plcci

"Wild is the Wind"

"ALASKAN SLED DOG"
Sunday

Anthony Quinn Anna Magnani
Anthony Francios

"Nana"

DUO -TONE
DIAMOND
NEEDLES
4

Now Only

$888
COAST RADIO
226 SOUTH FIRST

ORR

Bornbings By
Ti
error sts
are Again

’said between 12 and 14 persons

Deadline for Summer ’, were killed, the gravest of several
clashes and bombings reSession Registration sporadic
ported yesterday.

San Jose State students plan(In Cairo, the semi-official Midning to enroll in the six -week col - dle East News Agency said in a
le’ summer session today were dispatch from Damascus that Leh.
remindedof the June 2 deadline anese rebels had seized the govern for obtaining registration permit ment’s summer headquarters some
applications.
30 miles from Beirut. I
Joe II. West, dean of educational
Terrorists threw their bombs in services and the summer sessions, to the small Espresso Coffee Shop
emphasized that prospective stu- at the end of the Place Des Can dents may apply for registration nons shortly before 1 pm. (7 a.m.
permits up to bine 2.
EDTI. The blast shattered the re "Those not applying by that !alive calm of what had been the
time may still register for the six government’s best day -since the
week sessions on Monday, June crisis began.
23, hut not until 2 p m.,’’ Dean U.S. Al D
West pointed out.
American offers of aid to ChrmTo date, total registrations for nun’s government appeared to have
the six -week summer program are helped turn the tide of rebellion
, approximately 16 per cent above in favor of the pro -western leadur
list year’s registrations at this
A U.S. Navy task force of 11
’time. aceording to Dean West,
ships carrying 3600 Marines was
k .,1
Applications for rogist rat ionl racing toward Lebanon and the
. ...j,’pot
utnimmiete .ryam sc, is’iiohtoifaiicnee.d from the , Navy was flying in anti -riot equip._--rnent to Chamoun’s police forces.

Terrific col lecti-in of roll
shirts

sleeve

that drip dry and need

little or no

ironIngl Sizes 10-19,

SII Your Compus Reprose4tative:
DOUG MILLER

SHERRY ROBINSON

BILL MOOSE

BILL YOUNG

---""’"-1111118181.11111111111111111111

EXPLAINS ACTION

SJS Bookstore Wins
Praise as ’One of Best’

"SJS has the tar.
e,,.1
College
college bookstore in the nation,
and one of the top 10 bookstores
in the nation," asserts Harry J.
Wineroth. Spartan Bisikstore manager.
And Wineroth has a good reason
for his prideful cons iction. Not too
long ago, he attended a meeting
in Los Angeles of the National Association of College Bookstores, an
association to which nearly every
college bookstore belongs.
Having heard previously of the
modern styling and layout of the
Spartan Bookstore, the association
requested Wineroth to bring some
slides to show the members.
Wineroth gladly obliged, taking
with him 52 assorted slides whieh
showed the Spartan Bookstore layodt in detail.

Cairo To Be Visited
By Khrushchev
Nikita S. Khrushchev yesterday accepted an invitation to visit Cairo
in a move to seek closer relations
between the United Arab Republic
and the Soviet Union.
A joint communique issued at
the end of U.A.R. Pres. Carnal
Abdel Nasser’s 18-day visit to tie
Soviet Union said Khrushchev
Pres, Kliment Vorositilov had
cepted an invitation extended I,
Nasser in a speech at a Kren.1
farewell meeting.
MOSCOW

UP

P144411119’

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 F. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
K.noan s All

Meat

SKINLESS FRANKS 55c lb.
4

CHUCK ROAST 49c lb.
Tirinl S1,ced
BACON, 2 lb. pkg. $1.19

VEAL SHO. CHOPS 62c lb.

Overhaul Specials
AUTO TRANS $35
1.0)4
,./
All makes
VALVE JOBS $15
Ra.e ’1r Studer,s
ASEI Cards
FRED 8, JOHN’S GARAGE
1557 S F:rsf St. CY 5-6559

SJS Business Major
offers Si Discount
to SPAR’, AN Buyers
’51 Chev. Bel -Air
Std. trans., pipes, R&M,
White walls
’50 Chev. Bel -Air
Clean 0,u -out
R&H, white wills
’51 Olds ’88’ Holiday
Orig. Immac. cond.
R&H, white walls
You must see
’49 Chev. Clb. Cpe.
Except,onally clean
Has R&H, WW
’50 Chev. Convt.
One Owner (at a time)
New paint RAM, WW

Donald Lucas
Automobiles
405 W. SAN CARLOS

Association members were greatly impressed with the set-up. ’Numerous people at the meeting contacted me and wanted further information on how things are done
here," he relates.
Since his return, Wineroth re.
mugs that he has received many
letters. Also, bookstore managers
from the University of Minnesota.
De Pauw University, Montana
State College and the University
of Wisconsin have visited the
Spartan Bookstore to observe the
operation first hand.
Upon request, Wineroth loaned
the slides to the University of Arizona. Officials there are studying
them since they are contemplatingi
the remodeling of their bookstore.
Having a total floor area of
12,000 sq. ft., the Spartan Bookstore employs nine full-time employes and 15, part-time student
employes who, Wineroth said.
work an average of seven hours
each weekly.
The first floor of the bookstore
is now three years old, and the
top deck has been in operation
since last September. At the IS’.
ginning of this semester, the
store’s inventory totalled approximately $120,000, Wineroth stated.

LA PAZ. Bolivia (UP)
’rhe
,tivernment clamped a "state of
loge" on the country and ordered
troops into the eastern plains yesterday to dea! with a Red-aided
"Cea-tionary counter-revolution"
Santa Cruz province.
The rebel- plan was said to have
called for the assassirtition of
Pres. I-Tertian Sites - host to Vice
Pres. P.iehard M. Nixon during his
visit here last week.
The Interior Minstry announced that the relie13. led by Communists and rights...mg nationalists, have seized the provincial capital 01 Santa Cruz, the nearby village of VallegTande and Comarapa
and the oil town of Choreti, some
60 miles to the south.
Rebels who Wednesday attempt ,d to seize Camiri, another oil
tov.’n ix the area, were driven off
by oil field workers, the ministry
communique said. One worker was
killed at Camiri -- the only fatality .eported so far in the revolt.
A number of persons, including
were injured
hree small boys,
when three charges of dynamite
were set off here at 1 p.m. yestert’ay.
The ministry said the bombs
tlore were intended as a signal tot
ih.e rebels to seize control of. thc
capital. The communique said the
attempt failed because of "the vie:lance of the Army and the
Workers’ Militia," but gave no details.

V4 et -44
opened at
Applleat ions
Wednesday’s Student Council
meeting for student chairman of
the Spartan Foundation’s campus
; fund-raising committee.
1I This committee will be composed entirely of students, with Art
Johnson, athletic news director, as
faculty adviser.
The object Off the committee this
semester, which Pres. Dick Robinson predicts will become "one of
the most important student committees," primarily will be publicizing Spartan Foundation this semester.
Next semester an on -campus
fund-raising drive will be launched
by this committee.
Applications for chairman may
be filled out in the Student Union
until Wednesday.
Aplpications also are available
for Strident Court Chief Justice.

Escape!! . . . to good eating
. . . and a delightful atmosphere
Campus Special _
Ground
TitrRound Steak
A COMPLETE DINNER
J;cy

_

A COMPLETE DINNER

GENE’S DINNERS
1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 3-9821

EXAMINES ACTION

The English actress joined Kim
Novak and Zsa na Gabor as those
stars known to haee received pre.’
soros from Trujillo, 29. tree -spend ink head of his country’s Air
Force.
"Joan Collins confirms that she
meek ed a diamond bracelet some
time ago from Gen. ’Trujillo," a
studio spokesman announced. "No,
she won’t say when she got it or
how much it cost or anything else
Just that she got it some tart,
ago from him. She’s confirming :CI
item which appeared in a tried,
publication yesterday."

Evplaining ration in sending 10130 rimy paratroopers to the (lirilibeim area, President Siirealiossee nays it was a simple prevailattacks on Vice , art nwastire in the fare of (Immo ,,,,
President 74:Isomphoto by International.

Meanwhile, Gen. Trujillo indicated he was eager to meet with
the press and talk about his fits
of cars and furs ---and now a 4iracelet --to the stays. A spokesman
said Trujillo’s theory on giving-which created a stir in Congress
would be discussed after he recovers stifficiently from minor
I surgery.

Ray Hackett’s five-piece band
will play for tomorrow’s Jack of
Hearts Ball scheduled for 9 p.m. 1 a.m. in the ball room of the Ste.
Claire Hotel.
Tiekets are $2.50 a rouple.
They are currently on sale in
the Outer Quad and also ntay
be purchased at the door, occording to Donna Smith, dance
committee member.
Sponsored by the Independent
Housing Council, eight candidates
are vieing for the honor of being
chosen Jack of Hearts.
Bids to the dance entitle each
purchaser to cast a vote in the
contest.
Jack of Heart nominees include
Jack T
tin, Ree’s Boarding
House; Jim Whittenlwrg, Halls
of Is’,; "(’took" Itigdon, Mirimar Hall; and Harry Jett, Twin
Lea Terrance, Dudley Hall and
Perry’s Boarding House.
Rounding out the list of candi-

dates are Dave Towle, Tranquil
Manor and Magnolia Manor; Paul
Bush, Gamma Phi Beta; Ted Terzakis, Di Bari House and Ivy Hall;
and Dick Robinson. Catholic Women’s Center.

Lyke Magazine
Out Wednesday
"Ls ke 1111kigaZille, devife the
rise in the cost of living, will
still sell for 25 cents," Larry
Rodrigues, ptiblic relations manager for the campus, feature
magazine, said yesterday.
l’ithlkhed as a summer travel
issue for the first time In the
magazine’s history, Lyke ssiil go
on sale Wednesday at 1:30 a.m.
Esangelist
(iraham was
Interviewed h
I. y k e Editor
Jerry Nachman in San Franrisco.

askat
standing iii debris, an emplose of the 151% Librart in Tripoli.
Lebanon, evamines the st rerkage lett by rioter. 4-alling for a fall
it the pro.Driern gioernmentsphr to Is’, International.

Texas Prof
Succeeds
ng s

IC ummi

Robert Gryder, instructor at the
University of Texas, has he t,
named new assistant to the pre,
, dent of San Jose State, accorditt,
to Publications Manager Lowt’t
’Pratt.

WASHINGTON, I UP) - The;
House passed and sent to the Senate a 5570.722.613 appropriation
bill yesterday after defeating an I
attempt hy southerners to slash
funds for the Justice Department’s
new civil rights division.
The roll call vote on final passage was 318 to 51. Most of the
opponents were southerners.
The measure carried funds to
finance operations of the State
and Justice departments, the U.S.
Information Agency and the federal judiciary in the fiscal year
starting July 1.
After the southern move was
rejected, Rep. John Bell Williams
1D -Miss.) forced the roll call vote
on final passage by objecting that
a quorum wasn’t present.

Gryder replaces Dr. Ralph it
Cummings, who has been named
It replace. retiring Admissions Of,t.er Viola Palmer.
Gryder, Who will assume h
new post this fall, earned I.
bachelor of science degree
Northwestern State College
Natchitoches, La., and his mast,
of education degree in 1954 ,
Louisiana State University.
He served with the Supreme Allied Command in Euorpe in 195253 and assumed .his present position at the Unisersity of Tivi,
in 1956.
Unmarried, he is a riatoi,
Monroe, La,

Dr. Purdy joined the SJS (acidty in 1946. He gained his A.B. degree at Iowa State Teachers College In 1932, and his Masters degree at the University of Chicago
in 1939. He was granted a Doctor
of Education Degree at Stanford
University in 1949. He also did
graduate work at Northseestern
University.
$3500 PER STUDENT
Red Carpet Apartments
at
659 S. NINTH STREET
Apt. 3, mar.
CY 2-4154
CH 3-1291
FR 8-2781

SJS Coed To Reugn at Old Settlers’
Celebration This Week in Campbell

Sherry Arlene Robinson, San
Jose State sophomore, recently
was chosen to reign over Campbell’s 66th Old Settlers’ Celebration. The annual festival will start
this evening and conclude Sunday.
Miss Robinson, a member of Sigma Kappa sorority, is a kindergarten primary major. She will be
crowned queen of the celebration,
tonight as the event opens
Open at I P. M.
"Pizza with n "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave., CY 7-9908
Nenr
yin Auditorium

An (1 I it SeltitTs. Parade will
proceed tnrough downtown Campbell Sunday. Among the participating units competing for prizes will
be the Pershing Rifles Drill Team
sponsored by Army ROTC at SJS.
In its last performance, the team
captured second place at the Los
Banos May Day Parade two weeks
ago.

Rent a Tandem
IA bicycle built for two)

$39.50

BAKED ENAMEL
Guaranteed Auto Painting
959 S. FIRST ST. agar Willow

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch

Dinner

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE

MONEY

GAS and OIL
Second and Williams
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL
35c a burl,’ with ASS Card
S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

Ggoisom
3/oral Xiley)
"Hem ,,rs by If ire"
41) %%.

N ANTONIO

CI press 3-T If

COLD WAVE SPECIAL
117/1/
JAZZ,

041.

sc50
air

COMM ET f

Includes: Style Cut,
Set and Shampoo

Style

Opn "Til 9 Wednesday Thomday. Friday by Appointment
No Ari
’rnr.SSOM

CONTOUR BEAUTY SALON
PAUL’S CYCLES
CT 3-978.1
1435 The Alameda

CHEER’S TO SPRING!
SUMMER SUITS

Infra -Ray

One of our lovely corsage-.
beautifulls boxed, is sure
to make a MI 44 kb 4-0114.
(as ..rite gal!

Dr. Purdy To Head Math Department
N., Purdy sk :is a navirator slur- navigation naming section 01 AlaI/r Charles Itichard Purdy, dean
of sciences and occupations, has int; World V1,’at II and head of the therla Naval Air Station
been appointed acting head of the
Math Department, effective next
fall.

PATRONIZE YOUR 1
ADVERTISERS

On The Town?
Semi Iler Flowers

The flags of four countries
France, England, Spain and the
rnited States - have flown over

(New Ones This Week)

WASHABLE AT 29.95
DRIP-DRY AT 39.95
WASH AND DRY
NO IRON!! AT 49.95
ALL YEAR DACRON AND WOOL AT 59.95

COTTON COATS
STRIPES AND PLAIDS FROM 29.95

NEW WASH PANTS
BABYCORD
BLUE AND BROWN 5.95
WHIPCORDS WITH r-LAP POCKETS 6.95
ANTELOPE POL. COTTONS with FLAPS 4.95

And All Your Spring and Summer Needs

Choice
)Sirloin Steak
I

’
I

sr irr tV DARTS

Frid" May "

HOLLYWOOD IT:PI
A third
Hollywood star has admitted receiving expensive gifts from Gen
Rafael Trojillo. This time irsaThan
Collins, who got a diamond hracelet from the son of the Dominican
Republic ruler.

’Jack of Hearts Ball Features Fund Pleasure
Five Piece Band at Ste. Claire Goes to Senate

Bolivian Govt.
To Decl With
Reactionaries

Applications Open
for Chairmanship
Of New Committee

Joan Collins Gets
:No. 3 Spot on Jr.
ITrujillo’s Gift List

mosher’s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

32 FOUNTAIN
Around Corner from

o

JVY4
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’DANCE WITH ME CHARLIE.

Mosaics, Garbo To Star
As Next Art Attractions
By ANTHONY TARAYELLA
What is it mosao
A mosa,c
a design created by small ptereh
of a variety of materials combined
to produce a textural effect." Miss
Anna Ballaran, aristant professor of art. said in defining activities of her bogmning art craft
class.
Students in the class ale making
pieces of imaginative mosaic work
to serve a multitude of purpases.
Some arc creating merely decorative pieces, while other are fashioning jeweler), table tops and
similar useful ibms
There appears to he no limit
In the uay mosaics can h, put
together. The artist can shape
his materials in many styles. lie
usually begins by sketching his
design on A piece Of plyuood
and then proceeds to glue his
materials on it to fit the pattern.

had to enroll in Soieless
By HUGH McGRAW
Sail Jose State is steeped in the en’s Cobbler College uhere she
democratic tradition. But in one went on to win, the title of
area we are unforgivably discrim- "Miss Heel."
Winning this contest undoubtedinating: queen contests.
At this time we have only half ly saved her from a fate worse
as many queen contedis as we than death. She is now well adhave female students. This indeed justed to society.
Fortunately, this girl was resis undemocratic.
cued. but it was a narrow escape.
NICE. AVERAGE COED
AREN’T SAVED
A story reached us the other MOST
Unfortunately, most girls are
day concerning a nice, average
receive this contest former SJS coed. Her life had just not able to
winning rehabilitation.
into
destruction and misery.
fallen
So it is that we, the leader§ of
Her husband left her. She lost her
job and had a "nervous break- tomorrow, must band together and
at this venemous evil.
down." After a long and trying strike out
the problem in
series of consultations with a psy- We must attack
two areas.
choanalyst, the deep seated cause
of her trouble was discovered. She
had never been a queen in college
To remedy her situation she
The San Jose Rotary Club honored 22 foreign students from 12
countries at a luncheon Wednesday.

Some of the best mosaics from I
the beginning art craft class will
be displayed in a student art exhibit at SJS from May 21 through
June 27.
"Ninotchka." a film classic starring Greta Garbo, will be shown
Moncla night at 7:30 in the College Theater in Speech and Drama
Department’s free movie series.
The movie is last in the series
to be shown this semester. "NInotchka" Is a comedy written hi
Ernst Lubitsch. The movie sermon of the ssork isms billed as
the film in uhic ii "ti aril()
Laughs."
When the movie was first released in 1939, critics acclaimed
Garbo the "past mistrese of
comedy." One critic said of her.
"the first lady of drama plays a
dead -pan comedy role with the
assurance of a Buster Keaton

"Alma mater first and Theta chi for alma MA ter" a ill be the
theme for a regional meeting of Theta Chi fraternity to be held
at the local house this weekend, according to Tom McClelland,
president of the SJS chapter.
More than 89 Theta (’his from Uniseraity of Nevada. Stanford Unixersity, University of California. Fresno State College
and SJS will consent. Saturday and Sunday to discuss fraternity
problems and to make plans for thr national consention to be
held this summer in East Lansing, Mich.
Program for the weekend includes a barbecue steak feed, a
volleyball tournament, a smoker, a church exchange with fiamnia
l’hi Beta sorority and a sightseeing tour of the San Jose area.
Chairman for the convention is Mo Stevens.

COLLEGE MEN
Earn $1500 to $1875 during summer.
Training classes now in progress for
those who qualify.
This is your invitation to attend the
next training session at:
1010 VILLA ST., SAN JOSE
Mon., Wed., Fri. at 4:00 p.m.

Shields To Visit
Camp Unalayee

Senior Class President Jerry Sides, I, and Wayne Lindsley, r.
chairman of the Senior Ball committee, display one of the posters
advertising, the Senior Ball which will he held May 23 from 9 p.m.
to I a.m. at The Village in San Francisco. Rids are as ailable in
the Student Affairs Business Office for
Spartafoto by Mitre Goetz.

The first of tnree Sunday evening programs on "The Student and
World Crises will be held Sunday
at 7 p.m., under the joint sponsorship of the Presbyterian College
Fellowship and the Wesley Foundation. Open to all students, the
series will be held at the Wesley
Foundation, 24 N. 5th St., and
this Sunday will feature Dr. David
Bryn -Jones, lecturer and author.
"Stresses, Strains and HotSpots" will he Dr. Bryn -Jones’
topic and the speech and question
period will present an over-all picture of world -tensions, with sof,I gestions for solutions. Dr. Bi- Jones recently has returned ft.
Japan where he served as Prole,
sor of bsternationl Relations at the
International Christian University.
"What Ails Europe?" the second
topic in this most contemporary
series of programa, will be presented May 25, Dr. George Brunt/
presently Professor on Hist,:
’ Political Science and Education
SJS, and just eturned from a yi
sabbatical leave touring Ellie
will analyze the ailments in
older world.

Awards were presented to eight
Army ROTC cadets during a military ceremony Tuesday on the
Women’s Athletic Field.
Capt. Arthur S. Hill (USN),
commanding officer of Moffett
Field Naval Air Station, presented
Superior Cadet Ribbons to the outstanding cadet in each class. The
chief reviewing officer pinned ribbons on the blouses of Felix M.
Delumpa. senior; Ronald R. Filice,

"7-

FORMAL GOWNS
(If less formal prices;

from $39.95
INFORMAL GOWNS
from $29.95
Bridal Units in Stock
(Ask &boo, saec%,,, Dr cps
on Headpieces and Vs

Ardre0
Cosh

CYpress 44348
Lay Away Cheri*

LINCOLN, Nt.b. 1UP’ Charles
Starkweather accused his 14 -yearold girl friend of murder, on the
witness stand yesterday and said
all 6f his own killings were in sea
defense.
7"-,-! 19-year-old mass slayer took
the stand to accuse Carl! Fugate
who accompanied him on a mind,
rampage which took 11 lives, of
killing 16 -year-old Carol King.
Starkweather admitted calmly
that he had killed 17-year-old Robert Jensen, the King girl’s boy
friend.
It is for Jensen’s murder that
hi’’
tried.

1

A&M Auto Repair
G
Au40,,II.0

I Auto Repair

Spec4ity
CV 5-4247

T,(11’,)

Student Rates

456 F. Son Salvador. Son Jos.

lections; Steven Lee, also of China, gave an exhibition of Chinese
boxing; and Elizabeth Molina and
Carmen Molina, of Peru, teamed
with Luis Kong of Guatemala to
Special plaques were awarded to sing some South American songs.
the outstanding foreign student
boy and girl. Recipients of the
plaques were Elizabeth Molina of Phelan Contest, Reed
Peru, and Sung-Ho New of Korea.
student contributions to the
A special program of entertain- Phelan Literary (’tiniest and
ment was provided by the foreign Reed, campus literary magazine,
students. Chen Chiu Wang, of Chi- may be picked up In the English
na, sang classic Chinese opera se- Office. HE26.

Judd has if!

junior, Arthur C. Hardin, sophomore; and John F. Stewart, freshman.
Student Government awards
were presented Jess. S. Kennedy
and Robert A. Young. Victor I.
Matson, a junior, received the
Zane Medal from the San Jose
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
Yasumasa Sakamoto, a sophomore,
was awarded the Cadet of the
Month Ribbon.

Be Well-Dressed
For Any Occasion
2 Suits or

1 Suit plus
Sportcoat
and Slacks

11/4

"DANSKIN"

Leotards and Tights

65.

Helanca" S -T -R -E-T-C -H nylon or LASTO-MESH" for sleek
skin-tight fit and long wear. So comfortable you II never want
to take ’ern off.

Values to $119.00

for Dancing
for Relating et horns
for Outdoor Sports

lour choice of Wor,ted, Tweeds, Flannels,
Dacron and Miracle fiber blends. Mix or
match these two complete outfits to give you
FOUR WARDROBE CHANGES
.

Mass Slayer Claims
Girl Friend Killed Girl

Back, Back Room

Spartay Shields, men’s honorary
rvice organization, will go to
Camp Unalayee for its "traditional
overnight," May 24.
Camp Unalayee is a boy’s camp
in the Santa Cruz Mountains. The
summer’s inflow of boys.
Shields will prepare the camp for

SJS Groups Top ROTC Cadets
To Sponsor Get Army Awards
Talk Series

On June 1, the final program of
the series will he presented, featuring Dr. Gerald Wheeler, dca:
ing with "Making Decision .
Foreign Policy."

from our

1
Ill -1)1 TH FIRST STHErr

56 WEST
SANTA CLARA STREET
between First and Market
San Jose
4.A.,1 Orders F,Iled)

’
CYprr-- 2-1:131

Etiquette demands that

Vou send out . . .

Announcements
of your graduation

13c EACH BY THE DOZEN
14c EACH BY SMALLER LOTS
SEND TO RELATIVES
SEND TO PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS
’,END TO PEOPLE WHO NEVER THOUGHT YOU WOULD MAKE IT

CAP AND GOWNS ISSUED THE WEEK OF JUNE 2 .6
AND RIGHT UP TO GRADUATION TIME

CALLING ALL PROCRASTINATORS
The 58 La Torre advance reserve sales have already reached
rations should make like a bunny over to TI 6 (or the Library

Quad) and plan’ down +het $6.50 now. -Lei a word +o the
wise"! . . and all that jazz.

Watch Repairing
AS
Cord Entitles
You to o Discount

SPARTAN BOOK STORE

J. R. FULLMER

"right on campus"

218 S. FIRST rayless Driiq

for Campus Fashions.
for Skating
for Kilt;ns and Bermudas

Women’s and Chi!dren’s Sizes in a variety of styles

Etiquette also demands that you send out your announcements
early enough to give people a chance to buy you a gift.
Come in now and let us take your order.

over 50 percent of the entire printing. Seniors and all orquni-

t W4’14’1044, the
l’irst,
tier of q114.1.11 contests until
a
they number n nian its the total female enrollment here at
State. Second, a e must Initiate
and alumni
graduate -student
queen contests in order to bring
those forsaken indis adonis who
if being queens
Were depried
back into the han ..... tious fold
of society.
We could even have more contests than coeds. That way the
really outstanding girls could win
two or more crowns . . . NoNo
. . . strike that out, it’s undemocratic.
Remember, a working demwracy means an equal equality

Rotary Awards Plaques

Local Theta Chis Will Host
Weekend Regional Meeting

76 W. SAN ANTONIO
between 1st and Market

Reporter Urges Queen Contests
To Uphold Democratic Ideals

Ivy -League Buckles ’Fast Fading’ Governor’s Edict: No
As Sack Styles Stalk Campus
’Pickle Week’ in ’58

While style -conscious collegiates
debate the controversial chemise
issue. Ivy League buck -buckles are
fast fading from the fashion scene
with little notice or ceremony.
The death knell on back -buckles
was sounded by several local clothing retailers recently contacted by
The Spartan Daily in a siiney to
determine new trends in campus
apparel.
Stack styles" are the it:we-refit-rt. iii uomen’s fatt.hltows. Roost
finds that coeds hasp
It
"really gone" for the chemise.
Al Hart’s. where the modified
chemise is doing "very well," their
buyer claims the "extreme chemise
hasn’t caught on with the college
crowd."
’MOST OUTSTANDING’
Fashion-wise the chemise is believed to be one of the most outstanding styles of the last 10 or
15 years. Chemises represent- 60
per cent of Hart’s clothing stock
for women. "ordinarily, an extremely improbable" situation.
Shirtwaist styles are still doing
-exceptionally well," while few
sheaths are being sold because of
the popularity of chemises, one
buyer reports.
Swinging back to men’s fashions, one finds that women
no longer corner the market in
st yle news,
"Men are becoming more clothes
conscious --they are willing to pioneer new styles," says one retailer.
"In the last two years, men
have become 200 per cent more
clothes conscious," believes another. ’’Men’s clothing is becoming
more colorful and more daring."
Attempts to meet the new fashion-conscious trend are evident
this spring in the growing range
of styles and fabrics designed to
produce a more diversified wardrobe for men.
WASH AND WEAR
Polished cotton slacks in new
ly League styling, point -up the

Special Program
To Be Presented
The college Radio-TV Guild will
present a special program. "Personalities at San Jose State," 30minute look at the college.
The show will be aired over Radio KEEN (1370) Sunday night at
8:45. It will feature a special report by Ray Heiser, dealing with
San Jose State College and its
special. activities. Assistant Dean
of Students Dr. Jerome S. Fink
will be interviewed on scholarships
and college growth and development during the past few years.

predicted popularity of wash -and near fabrics for men. Designers
this year have woven a half-andhalf. dacron-orlon material to produce the first real wash-and-wear,
Wool-like suit ever marketed, one
retailer says
Light -weight summer suits, with
natural -line styling, also are available in &ChM -Cotton combinations.
Short -sleeved dress and casual shirts are the "biggest sellIng Item of the season," accord log to one loyal merchant.
In beach -wear, Hart’s reports
John L. Sullivan-type swim suits
are popular, but short -leg creations still lead the field. Moshers
ranks short -legged styles four ii

Sigma 1,1’s frog "Zombi" became the fifth entry from San
Jose State College to enter the
Jumping Frog Jubilee at Angels
Camp starting tomorrow and Sunday.
Other entries from SJS are the
Sigma Chi’s frog "Spring Maid"
and three frogs, "Good 01’ Charlie Brown," "Red X" and "Old
Sparta." owned by Bob Wilson,
Spartan Daily staff member.
The brothers of Sigma Pi had
only one comment to make upon
entering "Zombi" in the frog
Jumping competition: "If Sigma
Chi can do it, so can we!"
The Sigma Chi’s entry Is currently in secret’ jump training and
will travel with the entire fraternity to Angels Camp tomorrow.
All five frogs will be aiming at
the 81000 bonus for breaking the
record jump of 16 feet, 10 inches,
set in 1954 by a frog named
"Lucky."
Qualifying trials are scheduled
to start at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. tomorrow. The International Frog
Jumping Olympics are set for 3:30
p.m Sunday.

Seminar To Feature
’What Price Peace

CLASSIFIEDS

Irurnhapen studio apt. Rent $65.
Inquire at 141 E. William St. or
call CV 2-1191 after 6 p.m.
N ew Apartments -- completely
furn. Hustle down to 636 and 617
S. 9th St. tor phone CT 4-01211
and make your fall reservations
now. $10 per person will do it.
Special rates for summer students
and teachers. They’re filling fast,
so don’t dawdleRUN!!
summer rooming
College men
In frat. house. Sal. or dbl. rooms.
K.P., linen, $20 and $30 per mo.
,CT 5-9601.
FOR SALE
4 Tim*. 600v18. Slightly used. $70.
-CY 4-0947. Stan after 6:30.
good cond.. R&I-1,
OM BUICK
$225. CV 5-2459. Student leaving
St at P.
WANTED
term papers,
TYPING Reports,
etc. 530 S. 6th, CV 4:9535.
save 20%.
TYPTTirt
Satisfaction guaranteed. Former
exec. see. C11 3-3619.
1.0ST and FOUND
Golden (’oilier puppy. 6 mu. Top
notch, like poodle. Call CY 4-1446.
Reward.
MISCELLANEOUS
Useful and pleasant summer
course in French with French gentleman. For information call CV
5-2865._
$100 per month spare time income.
Age 18 or over. AX 6-9250.

NEW YORK 1UPI The gover- Kick on it. he can’t find any res. I
nor of the great Mate of Oklaho- son for such as "(loan Week" andl
ma has wound up and struck what "Golf Day."
I would call a real gasser of a I
Matter of fact. he says, the I
blow for freedom. What he is try- whole publicity -stunt business is
ing to free is the calendar He In a sad state of decline. Ile re- I
claims it is bowed tiv the weight calls fondly the Imagine, i% e dass
of useless special days. weeks and when pancakes were publicired
months.
by frying them on the .4ide1\ailk
To that end, his last weekly
newsletter began totthrighth
That got a picture in the paper
"There will he no Pickle Me k
)e
In Oklahoma this )ear..
I feel and helped liven a dull day.
Now." he laments. "they ask
we can s 0 in e ho a manage I"
fir
st niggle along
t it I
a high-sounding proclamation
fact, I doubt if any one esrept instead. . even the lowly pickle
a Chicago public relations finis ’seeks to shroud itself in dignified
will hi- even mildly disappoint- whereases, and tie in with public
, welfare by urging additional outed."
The governor’s name is Bay- door recreation facilities. This
mond Gary. He has ’T ithing against ! seems a bit ridiculous to me.
pickles, as such, so long as they
"Pickles have their place, of
keep out of proclamations he )’)US voices.’. But there is little forts) sign. Last year, he says, he is- manly, sir dignity about a pickle,
red 270 proclamatiens
%.1th or
%%Arts,"

SJS Sends Air Force Launches
Five Frogs New Decoy Missile,
To Contest Speedy ’Bull Goose’ New Mexico Claims Water
Originating Within State

Members of the International
Relations Club will participate
Saturday in a one-day seminar in
11355. sponsore dby the World Affairs Council of San Jose. The
subject of the seminar will be
"What Price Peace in the Missile
Age?"
Guest speakers will include Dr.
Cledo Brunetti, ordnance division
An Indian burial ground more of the Food Machinery and Chemthan 200 years old is in the piddle ical Corp.; Dr. Howard
Craven,
of the Muskegon, Mich., business economist. Bank of America; Ben
district.
Seaver, peace secretary, American
Sriends Service Committee; Joseph Morray, professor of internaTrade Your Car In On A
tional law, University of CaliforLAM BRETTA
nia; and William H. Poytress, proMOTOR SCOOTER
fessor of economics, SJSC.
Dr. Raymond tSanley, IRC adat DAVIS MOTORS
viser, stated that the seminar will
990 S. FIRST ST. near Willow
begin at 9 a.m. with registration
in the lobby of the Education Hall.
"Opening session, luncheon, aftersion will precede the adjourhnanoon session and a panel discuswill precede the adjournment
sion
lo place classif;eds. fk tin.,,, to
at 3:30 p.m.," Stanley added.
TB 16. Student Business Office

FOR RENT
CO-ED MANOR -- Open for 6
weeks summer session. CY 4-3112.
FURN. APT. for 3 or 4 students.
Rent $90. Call CT 2-1494 or inquire at 141 E. William after 6

behind knee-thigh -and -calf-length
swim apparel.
TRAPEZE IS COMING
Fuel no doubt will be added to
the fashion fire in women’s styles
with the summertime introduction
of trapeze -styled garments.
"They may be as popular as the
cle...mise by fall," one buyer says in
describing the tropes e, a nowaistline dress which tapers from
the shoulders into a fulPskirt.
Fabrics for women this spring
also are featuring many wash-andwear combinations. Darker tones
are the predicted color favorites
with black and wtfite duos heading
the list followed by various hues
of red green and blue .

If You Are
5’8" or Over
You’ll Find
Sportswear
Skirts Blouses
Dresses Coats
Swim Suits
It
ThtE

TALL
GIRL
31 E. San Antonio
Between Ii) and 2nd

if Al’ F CANA% ERAI.
The Air Force launched its highly secret "Bull Goose" yesterday
a speedy decoy missile designed to
fly over enemy territory and confuse defense to clear the path for
bombers and ballistic missiles.
The red and silver "Goose," evidently a cringed missile powered
by a jet engine, trailed a bright
streamer of flame as it roared up
from its launching pad.
A tail
structure was plainly visible, indicating the missile was aerodynamic.
It appeared to use is booster engine to get into the air. The booster started a fire near the end -of
the Cape when it fell away from
the miss*.
Two roaring jet planes accompanied the Bull Goose as it sped
away over the ocean, flying low
and heading southeastward. It was
visible through binoculars for a
minute or so.
The Air Force said only that "a
missile was launched," and did not
identify it. It was learned unofficially that the Bull Goose was
the missile fired.
The Navy, meanwhile, test -fired
the main engine of its Vanguard
Rocket on the ground preparatory
to an attempt to put a new U.S.
satellite into ,the sky in the wake
of Russia’s third Sputnik success.
The static test apparently was
successful and the Vanguard is expected to he launched within a
week or 10 days.

Right-To-Work
May Get No Vote
SACRAMENTO (UP)One of
the hottest ballot issues in recent
California history--the proposed
right-to-work initiative --may never be presepted to the voters at
all.
Proponents of the controversial
constitutional
amendment still
need more than 100,000 signatures
on petitions to, qualify the measure
for a spot on the November election ballot.
The Secretary of State’s office
said Wednesday that some 221,488
of the needed 322,429 signatures
had been filed from 53 of the
state’s 58 counties.
Unless the needed additional
100,941 signatures are obtained by
June 26, the proposal, which would
outlaw the unibn shop, ...mid die,
a natural death.
Right-to-work has become one
of the major issues in the race for
governor between Republican U.S.
Senator William F. Knowland and
Democratic Attorney General Edmund G. Brown. Knowland backs
the legislation while Brown opposes it.

Baptist Group Elects
The Baptist College Youth Group
of the Roger Williams Fellowship
at Grace Baptist Church recently
elected the following people to office:
Dave Early, president; Ed Avila.
first vice president; Judy Hadley,
second vice president; Shirley Bowers, recording secretary: Nan
Armentrout, corresponding secretary: Bob Tennant, and Wally
WardrIp.

The Twin Steak Houses

COLONY * ANGELO’S
795 S. First

E..Soafa
r74.,
lC
Sare
Your Favorite Steaks and Chops
For that Satisfied Feeney
try either of

Zin

STEAK HOUSES,

SAN FRANCISCO (UP)A N
Mexico engineer estimated
yesterday in the Colorado River suit that more than 135,000 acre I
feet of water flowed from the Gila and Sao Francisco rivers in New
Mexico.
Phillip B. Mut:, engineer for 41E’ NPW Mexico Interstate Stream
Commission, testified in the state’s river -by -river presentaton to show
the amount of water originating in New Mexico which drains into the
lower basin of the Colorado River

Park Commission watershed.
Hears Objections
From Legislators
..

SAN LUIS OBISPO (UPITwo
state legislators yesterday appeared before a meeting of the State
Park Commission to protest a 50
cent charge for admission to
beaches and parks.

New Mexico claims it has a
right to water which originates
within its boundaries and flows into the lower basin.
!klutz said that during a 37 -year
period an average of 90.200 acrefeet flowed each year in the Gila
River past Gila, N.M., and 45,600
acre-feet flowed in the San Francisco River as measured at Glenwood, N.M.

Mutz called the flow of the Gila
Assemblyman Glenn Coolidge
(R -Felton) said the legislature "erratic," and stressed the need
had no Intention of allowing ad- for reservoirs to consene runoff
mission to be charged to state from one year to another and one
parks He said the policy, imposed season to another. The highest
May 1, was alienating the public runoff each year occurs in Februand cited a survey which showed ary and March, while the greatest
one of four vehicles arriving at irrigation needs come in June, July
two parks in the Santa Cruz area and August, he said.
!The hearing was being held beturned evilly after being informed
fore Simon H. Rifkind, special
of the charge.
"There should be no toll for master appointed by the U.S. Suanyone wishing to sec; the ocean," preme Court. who temporarily alhe told the seven-man commission., lowed introduction of bulky evi"I have no objection to a charge dence presented hy New Mexico
for use of a special facility. I suggest the commission end this
charge May 31 and that this item
be included in a study of the entire
NI .W IrLI,llI tI
A
state tax structure."
International Airlines plane crashHe said of 43 states, there is no ed while taking off from Palam
charge whatsoever in 14, no park- Airport yesterday..
ing charge in 32, tees of 10-30
A spokesman for the airlines’
’tents in eight and parking charg- headquarters ireKarachi, Pakistan,
es in three.,
said 21 of the 38 persons aboard
State Sen. Donald L. Grunsky were killed. He said the big (’on(R -Watsonville) indicated he vair was carrying 32 passengers
agreed with Coolidge. "I am un- and six crew members.

Air Crash Kills 21

alterably opposed to the day-use
system of charges merely to view
a park," he said "A pedestrian can
walk in. but anyone In a car is
charged. This already has created
a parking problem outside state
parks."
Two commission members agreed
with the objections of the legislators. They are Charles Kasen’
and Leo Carrillo.
Discussion continued after
two legislators had voiced t1i..e
protests.
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It.,. rst
No I cent

away Farkas ;nc’usdnq
hter tic.

Open Sundays from 10 am.- 3 p m
Large selection of used sportsters

at

BILL MANDERS foreign cars
Authorized Rotitt DeIr
Sles and Sfor; on all rnlas of Foreign Can
Ewer) Sera;c on Amrkain Cava
635 University Avenue, Los

Gatos

EL 4-2706

TAILOR-MADE APPAREL
Isclusiv designs in the finest
English woolens for men and
women ... at modest prices.

4 9 5 PARK AVENUE
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
CYpress S 5205
Fos further infoornaKon Or appointments
9993
RALPH PARKIP - Cyr.

Relax and enjoy the intimate
atmosphere by the rustic stone
fireplace and cocktail lounge
Complete Dinners
also Nightly
Special $1.50 Sirloin Steak Dinners

Frank’s Steak House
4 MILES SOUTH ON ALMADEN

CLOSED TUESDAY

GREEKS!
HAVE A BALL IN OUR HALL
Now
Catering to Fraternity or Sorority Parties
Cheaper Too!
Use of Hall Free of Charge

PIZZA GARDENS
1 3 4 7
(Bayshore & Julian)

McKEE

ROAD
CYpress 2.9753

We’ir’leWe’reWiir’eWeVeWerfe~oz
*:

Presbyterian Campus Ministry
SUNDAY
MAY

10:

600 P.M.

"STRESSES, STRAINS AND HOT SPOTS"

Dr. David Bryn -Jones, formerly professor of International
Relations at the International Christian University, Japan
and contemporary author and lecturer, will present an
over-all picture of world tensions, with suggestions for
, .
Meet at First Methodist Church, Fifth and Santa Clara St.

Like Milk?
Not just a glass
but a
FULL
QUART
of

Impress Her With
ROSES
2 Dozen $1.00

GR ET A’ S
1.1()’t\ I Il 14ASI(F:T
)

Anf
I.7110

PIG PEN

will remain open for students attending
Summer Sessio, at SJS
THE PIG PEN

HILLMAN HUSKY $1835
HILLMAN, Standard Sedan$1895
HILLMAN Deluxe $2100

’58
’58
’611

.5-priny
.5-peciaI4

THURSDAY 8:00 P.M.
;
Mo,nsci
Mailit.tioni
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) UnCampus Pastor: Don Leen.’
employment continued to increalk
last month in the two largest .metStudent Christian Center
92 South First Street
ropolitan areas of California, according to figures released Wed- kWe’re’reWir’i",Wrs
nesday by the State Department
of Industrial Relations,

ATTENTION!

The

LETS GO TO CHURCH THIS WEEK

Unemployment Up

KOED To Open
C
we -Day Auction
KQED, the Bay Area’s comminity-sponsored educational tete
sion station, will open a five -d,.
auction on June 3 designed to p
duce revenue.
Also known as Channel 9, KQED is supported entirely by public
subscription. Commercials are niexistent on the station.
All items to be offered for srie
during the auction are donated by
leading Bay Area manufacturers,
distributors and retailers. Merchandise will be shown and demonstrated on the television pup,
and viewers w$11 be able to hid
by phone.

FriAny, Stay 16. 1956

401 EAST SAN ANTONIO

Golden State Milk
FREE
with each

NEW YORK

1 39

STEAK
Includes:

Salad and Baked Potato
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Students Mu"! Show AS8 Card
(For)

Julian w Steaks
FOURTH AND JULIAN

NEXT

TO BURGER BAR

Offer extended to May 31
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SJS Faculty Art Wins SJS Wins Blood Drive Trophy
Many Art Club Prizes For Third Time in Four Years
"Acrobats." u,aded steel setuplure piece by Leonard G. Stanles.
as-sistant professor of art, ass
awarded first prize in the sculpture division at the 33rd annual
Kingsley Art Club showing in
Sacramento, according to the art
department.
Stanley’s prize-winning piece ,
sculpture consists of 14 steel fsgures.
SJS Art Department faculty
members walked off with many of
the prizes of the showing. Fred
R. Spratt, instructor in art, took
second prize in the oil painting
division with his painting of a
part of the St. James Park.
An honorable mention in th,
water color division went to John
V. De Vincenzi. assisant professor
of art, for his painting, "The Mosaic Skyline."

"We think it’s very good to have
the members of the faculty submit
to showings. And it’s especially
good when they are honored with
a prize or honorable mention. It’s
good for the students as well as
the faculty- keeps the department
Stanley. said

Placement
Conep
The folloa mg Callfartlia
ha’..’ teacher placement openii.
for the fall semester. according
B. C, Hintergardt, teacher plata ment officer.
Napa Union High School. Napa;
librarian: home economics; math;
ts ping. jr. business; Girls P. E.;
Freqch; Jr. High English; social
studies; Chorus. Interview siltedtirad for May 21, in the Placement
Office.
LeMoore Union High School District, Avenal High School; social
studies major with coaching minor;
business: and English.

Regaining possession of the
$1500 Selah Pereira Memorial
Blood Drive troph y. San Jose
State took top honors in the statewide contest sponsored by the San
Jose Elks, it was announced.
Edward poino, chairmkn of the
California Selah Pereira Blood
Trophy Committee made the announcement to Pres. John T.

wahlqui.t.

Jazz Mass
To Be .Next
SCC Topic
\ 1

11

I 1 le

I le \

JOE

SAL DAVIDE

THIRD TIME IN FOUR YEARS
Members of the Selah Pereira
This marks the third time in committee were Gary Ressa Don
four years SJS has won the award. Brown and Gae McCollister. The
San Jose State won the contest, committee compiled a scrapbook
In 1955 and 1956. Last year the . which it entered into competition.
award was presented to University SJS was among eight colleges
of Southern California, who was competing in the contest.
runner-up this year.
STARTED BY ELKS
The huge trophy will be still,The San Jose Elks started the
ped to San Jos, from Los An- Memorial after Pereira’s death in
gels, as soon AS IIONSible, of1951. Before he died he used 2s
cording to Duitio..,The official
pints of blood in a period of a few
presentation Is slated for the days.
first part of June,
I
Since this time, the Fiks base
According to the letter written streaseit the Iniportance of don t)). Duino, San Ju.e State had "the stingbloo,Adh.
best program of blood recruitment
Baron, when notified of San
and education foi 1958."
Jose State’s success in the blood
drive, said, "I am deeply gratified
CONGRATULATIONS
Duino congratulated past Stu- I think the Community Service
dent Body President Don Ryan, Committee, especially since this is
the’ student blood program chair- the first year of its existence, did
man and the stalf of Student Ac- a wonderful job in promoting the
fithics office,
blood drive."

R USSO

Sandwiches

rind

Spaghetti
And,

Baked Lasagna

o

lZA
a2

Drive out El domino just past Santa Clara City.
Or go t Tun Eamino, Santa 64dra
Tok

Out Orders

Our par

Space

Phone AX 6 whether t 20 r 200.

mont, vicar of St. George’s Angli- I
can Church in Camberwell. Eng- I
land, steps before his congregation
to lead them in a hymn, he is accompanied by a jazz orchestra at
!
The all -campus blood drise,
Nets Eric back, assistant proleast once a month.
vshich ’.’.a’.co-spionnored In Cornfessor of art, was awarded an
This is the Jazz Mass, scheduled !
Pearce.s munit y Service Committee and
honorable mention in graphics.
topic of the Rev. Philip
Saber Air t ommand of Air
The exhibition was open to resilecture to lx. given Sunday even Force RoTC; oils staged !Starch
dents of Northern California and
ing at 7:30 in the Student Chris- ; 18.
presents
more than 500 competed, accord- i
tian Center, 9’2 S 5th St.
According
to
Robert
Baron.
to
Stanley.
ing
All students are invited to at"STATE’S"OWN BOB VAN ALSTINE AT THE PIANO
tend the Canterbury Club spon- activities adviser. more than 130
9:30 P. M. - 2:00 P. M. Except Tuesday
towed lecture In the Key. Pearce pints of blood were collected.
iif the Episcopal Church of St.
Mathess, san Mateo.
The Rev. Pearce will describe
singing of The Lord’s Prayer in
shuffle rhythm and reaction of
PRIVATE PARTIES AND BANQUETS
surprising numlpha Eta Rho, Aeronautics youngsters and a
p.m. to Sunday. 6 p.m., Stevens!
ber of oldsters to the rhythmic
Dept "Open House." Monday,
Creek Children’s Camp.
porformed in Concert Hall in 1956,
jazz mass.
Canterbury Club, "Jazz Mass."
Phi Upsilon Pi, meeting. today.
Open Daily 11:30 A.M.- 2:00 P.M.
jazz mass, %sheets has gain - will appear in a duo-piano recital
The
The Rev. Philip Pearce, Sunday.
10:30 a.m., S24.
popularity since it WAS Sunday afternoon at 3 in Mont in
Roger Williams Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. Student Christian Cen2152 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CYpress 7-4831
first produced in 1952, has been gomery Theater of the Civic Audi"What is a Christian Attitude To- ter, 92 S. 5th St,
telesised and broadcast in Sri- tot
Episcopal
J.
Students,
Holy
ComDr.
Testing,"
ward Nuclear
The 19-year-old pianist will pertain and is gaining the Interest !
Wesley Farr, Sunday, 5:45 p.m.. munion, Tuesday, 7:30 a.m., Stuof foreign stations, including , form four piano selections with
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and dent Christian Center, 92 S. 5th
Kay Jean Morell. Abraham Lincoln
America.
St.
San Fernando Streets.
British opinions of the mass are High School senior.
Grace Baptist Church Bible
Spartan Young Democrats,
Both Campodonico and Miss
sharply divided:
Barbequed food at its best
meeting. Tuesday, 3:30 p.m., 67 Clank Sunday. 10 p.m.. Grace BapMorel are pupils of Adolph Bailer.
"Too
sophisticated
for
church
tist Church. 10th and Sao FernS. 9th St.
Itertices," commented the Rev. Carnpodonico has studied with
ando Streets.
1Baller for two years. He has been
REANERY RULLITTIN
Andred Todd of Cambridge.
Millet, game night. Monday,
B.B.Q. SANDWICHES
SPARERIBS, CHICKEN
WHOLE CHICKEN
Home Economics Cafeteria
N
"Nauseating:"
said a noted ’ accompanist for the Apollo Glee
p.m.,
Student
V.
’ Club, as well as its assistant mu Entrees:
organist.
ON
FRENCH
ROLL
DINNERS
STEAK
Sold Daly
and
Methodist - Presbyterian
Stu_30 cents
...
Baked Fish
But the Right Rev. Cyril East- sical director. The young pianist
wrote
the
Mask
for
the
music
and
Baked beans and bacon ....30 cents dents. "The Student and World
Ken-.
$1.45
- ufiragan Bishop of
1.50
55c
!Dagger Society’s 25th annual revue
55 cents Crises,- Dr. David Byrn-Jones.hau
Plate lunch
sington. remarked: "I find it ad- ..
Coop--- 4th and San Fernando Sts. Sunday, 7 p.m., Wesley Founds- mirable and shall not discourage in February.
tion.
Sunday’s concert program will
Entrees
some Deo
-oug
Occupational Therapy Club, it s- use although
P:’ e include "Concerto in E flat Major"
Drop in today and take out
Fried haddock with lemon
might
find
it
slightly
shocking.
or tarter suace . .!...40 cents overnight cook-out, Saturday, 2
Th e composer of the mass, the by Mozart, "Coronation Scene" by
some delicious 8-8-Q food
40 cows
Veal cutlets
Rev. Beaumont. defends it by say- I Mussorgsky. "Scaramouche by
OPEN DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
and
"Variations
on
a
..55 cen ...
Plate lunch
ing that when youngsters tap their ! Milhaud.
Thorne by Beethoven" by Saint.
Alpha Eta Rho, "Aero Crash.
t net to the rhythmic mass they !
40 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 5-93C0
Saens. The concert will be open to
Sunday, May 25, 11 a.m. Sea (lift
"Vitamin C
a &Sill
are worshipping God in thair own
Beach. Sign up in Aero Lab by featuring frozen, fresh and canned; language and in their own idiom, the public without ch/arge.
Wednesday
foods which supply Vitamin C. is He believes the jazz mass is a way
being shown in the exhibit case onlof getting into their hearts.
second floor of the Home Economics boildirrz.
Remember . . .
Emphasis of the display is on
the role of Vitamin C in aiding
resistance to infection and pro -Pick Robinson. ASS pr. dent,
rooting normal growth.
Where the Hot Dog is King
- and seven other Army ROTC Cadets have been designated tentaalso featr,rg ,
tive Distinguished Military Stuewes’
Drive Out
Steaks on a French
11.
ww,
dents, according to Lt. Cot. EdRoll with Fries
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miliRobbins,
ward
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to
tary science and tactics.
Italian Sausage
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Cadets named, all juniors who
KEPLER’S
Burgers
will attend summer camp, include
TONIGHT!
PANCAKE HOUSE
West R. Davis. Ronald’ R. Filice.
Books & Magazines
ORDERS TO GO
Ronald R. Filice, Robert W. Foy.
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Harry H. Hall. Victor I. Matson
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